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The group g(H), of unitary operators (on a Hilbert space H) which differ from 
the identity by a Hilbert-Schmidt operator may be imbedded in the group of 
Bogoliubov automorphisms of the CAR algebra over H in such a way as to be 
weakly inner in any gauge-invariant quasifree representation. Consequently each 
such quasifree representation determines a projective representation of 7/(H)!. If 
0 ,< A & I is the operator on H determining the quasifree representation Z~ and p I 
denotes the cyclic projective representation of Y(H), generated from the G.N.S. 
cyclic vector R, for zR, then the 2-cocycle in f/(H), determined by pa can be given 
explicitly. We prove that this 2-cocycle is a coboundary if any only if A or 1 ~ A is 
Hilbert-Schmidt. The representations P,~, on restriction to the group V(H), 
consisting of unitaries which differ from the identity by a trace class operator, 
always determine 2-cocycles which are coboundaries. These representations of 
V(H), have already been investigated by Stratila and Voiculescu (Lecture Notes in 
Mathematics, No. 486, Springer, New York, 1975; Math. Anal. 235 (1978), 
87-l IO). Thus the Stratila-Voiculescu representations of f/(H), always extend to 
projective representations of S’(H)* and to ordinary representations when A or 
I ~ A is Hilbert-Schmidt. This fact enables exploitation of the type analysis of 
Stratila and Voiculescu to determine the type of the von Neumann algebra 
P~(#(H)~)“. in the special case where 0 and 1 are not eigenvalues of A. Q, is 
cyclic and separating for p,(V(H),)” and hence determines a K.M.S. state on this 
algebra. It is shown that for special choices of A. type III, (0 < d < 1) factors 
pr(U(H),)” may be constructed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As Kirillov has observed [lo] the representation theory of infinite dimen- 
sional Lie groups is in its infancy. Those groups for which significant results 
are known include the unitary group on Hilbert space (Segal [ 18]), the group 
of unitaries on a Hilbert space which are compact perturbations of the 
identity and closely related groups (Kirillov [ 111. OI’Shanksii [ 131) I/(W) 
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(Stratila and Voiculescu [ 2 1, 221) and most recently the group of 
diffeomorphisms of the circle (Segal [ 171, Kac and Frenkel 191). 
Representations of the group %(ZYZ)~ consisting of unitary operators on H 
which differ from the identity by a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, have been 
studied by Boyer [4]. The present study was motivated in part by comments 
in [4] and the idea that, by analogy with the finite dimensional case, it would 
be interesting to consider representations of p(H)* arising from its action as 
a “symmetry group” of an infinite dimensional dynamical system. This leads 
naturally into the study of projective representations rather than ordinary 
ones. In order to describe the results some definitions are needed. 
Let 9(H) be the CAR algebra over a separable Hilbert space H generated 
by (a(h), a(h)* 1 h E H}, where 
4h) 4g) + a(g) 4h) = 0 
a(h) a(g)* + a(g)* a(h) = (k g)l. 
Every unitary operator U on H defines a Bogoliubov automorphism uu of 
S’(H) by its action on the u(h), 
u,(u(h)) = u(Uh). 
A quasifree state on 9(H) is specified by a selfadjoint operator A with 
0 <A < I by defining 
~.4Wl)” .*. u(h,)” u(g,) ... u(gl>> = 6,, det(gi,Ahj)a 
If rc4 denotes the corresponding representation of 9(H) then the 
Bogoliubov automorphism a, is said to be implemented in 71, if there is a 
unitary operator T,(U) on the Hilbert space of 7~~ such that 
T,(U) %@wcl(w’ = ~,4wJ~). (1.1) 
When A is a projection then the operator T,(U) is determined up to a 
multiplication by a complex number of modulus one by (1.1) as zA is 
irreducible. Consequently the map U + T,(U) defines a projective represen- 
tation of the group of (unitary) Bogoliubov automorphisms implementable in 
zA. In order to extend this to the case where A is not a projection we use the 
familiar device of defining K = H 0 H and 
A 
P* = 
A’/z(l -A)‘/* 
Then P, is a projection on K and defines the quasifree representation 7~~~ of 
S’(K). Let Sz, denote the G.N.S. cyclic vector for rtP,. Then rrA may be iden- 
tified with the cyclic representation generated from Q, by restricting zP, to 
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the subalgebra 9?(H@ (0)) of 9(K), which is clearly isomorphic to .8(H) 
[l, 161. Henceforth we will make this identification without comment. Now 
define, for U E %(N)Z the operator 
(1.2) 
on K. Then a,! extends to a Bogoliubov automorphism of .i9(K) via the 
action of V(U), namely, 
a(k) --) a(V(U)k), k E K. (1.3) 
Let a(. also denote this extension to .R(K). It follows by a result of 
Powers and Stormer [ 161 that at, is implemented in rrp, if and only if 
V(U)& - P,4 V(U) is Hilbert-Schmidt. This is equivalent to the requirement 
that the three operators 
AU- (/A, (U - Z)A “2(1 -A)““, A “‘(1 - A)“‘(U - 1) 
by Hilbert-Schmidt and this is clearly satisfied whenever U E Z?(H):. Let 
I’,(U) denote a unitary operator on the Hilbert space of 71~~ which 
implements the Bogoliubov automorphism aI. of .8(K) (i.e., implements 
( 1.2)). Then the map U -+ T,(U) defines a projective representation of 
e(H),. It is known [ 171 that this map is continuous in the sense appropriate 
for projective representations when %(H)2 is equipped with its natural 
topology. This will appear as a corollary of our analysis in Section 2. The 
results obtained in this paper are as follows. 
1.1. r,(U) E rcA(Z(H))” for all U E V(H), . If zero and one are not 
eigenvalues of A then the only Bogoliubov transformations a,. of .R(H) (with 
U unitary) which are inner in this sense (i.e., lie in n,(.R(H))“) are those in 
@(H), . 
1.2. There is a choice of phase for each T,(U), U E g(H), which allows 
us to define a locally continuous map pa from %(H)2 into the group of 
unitaries on the Hilbert space generated from Q, by {r,(U) 1 U E W(H), I. 
Then pA satisfies 
P1(U,)PAUd = a/t(U, 5 Uz)Pn(U, U2) 
for some locally continuous 2cocycle era on g(H),. 
This 2-cocycle is determined explicitly (Section 2). 
1.3. THEOREM. oA is a coboundary if and onlJ1 if A or 1 -A is Hilbert-- 
Schmidt. 
This answers a question raised by Boyer [4]. 
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1.4. On restriction of PA to p(H), = { V 1 unitary on H and V - Z is trace 
class}, we can choose complex numbers qA(V) and vIeA for each 
VE P(H), such that V+ qlpA(V) p,,,(V) is the representation corresponding 
to the positive definite function vi --A(V) = det[A + (1 -A) V] while V+ 
ra (V) pa(V) corresponds to IC/~ (V) = det( 1 - A + A I’*). 
1.5. The representations of P(H), defined by the positive definite 
functions v’a and v, pA were found by Stratila and Voiculescu [21, 221. They 
observed that i%(H), may be identified with the gauge invariant subalgebra 
of S’(H) (because it acts as a group of inner automorphisms of S(H)). 
Since P(H), is dense in %(H)2 it follows that the von Neumann algebra 
P~(~(A)~)” coincides with that generated by the represenation TC~ restricted 
to the gauge invariant subalgebra. In Section 3 the type of P~(%(H)~)” is 
determined using results of Stratila and Voiculescu (cf. also Baker [3]). 
1.6. When zero and one are not eigenvalues of A, the vector Q, is cyclic 
and separating for P~(Z!(H)~)“. Thus a modular operator d, and modular 
group ua may be defined and wA is a K.M.S. state for ca. 
1.7. If the fixed point algebra of r,(S(H))” under the action of CJ~ is a 
factor contained in the von Neumann algebra generated by the gauge 
invariant subalgebra then the question of whether pA(%(H)); is type III, for 
0 < A < 1 is settled by considering the spectrum of In A,. Using this 
argument we construct examples of III, factors for 0 < ,? < 1. (The 
possibility of a result of this sort was suggested to me by conversations with 
John Phillips about the work of B. M. Baker [3].) 
All of the preceding results are proved in Sections 2 and 3. We make the 
following remarks without proof. 
1.8. Araki and Wyss [2] considered representations of the Lie algebra of 
Z!(H), (i.e., skew-adjoint trace class operators on H) by embedding it in the 
gauge invariant subalgebra of 9(H). In fact their representations include 
those given by restricting n, to the gauge invariant subalgebra (as was 
observed by Lundberg [2]) and it therefore follows from their results that the 
projective representation of C%(H), determined by U + Z’,(U) decomposes as 
a direct sum of subrepresentations labelled by an integer (the “charge”). The 
“zero charge” sector contains the subspace generated from Q, by {Z’,.,(U) 1 
U E P(H),}, i.e., the representation space of pa. 
1.9. Consider the group G, consisting of real linear orthogonal operators 
R on H such that either R - Z is Hilbert-Schmidt with dim ker(R +Z) even 
or R + Z is Hilbert-Schmidt with dim ker(R -Z) odd. In [6] it was shown 
tha this group of Bogoliubov automorphisms of 9(H) is weakly inner in any 
quasifree representation of 9(H), gauge invariant or not. Results analogous 
to those proved here for ZV(H)2 hold for G,. The discussion in Section 3 goes 
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through more simply for G,. There is a double cover Pin(a) of the stable 
orthogonal group O(co), which plays the role of U(co) in this paper, i.e., 
Pin(a) also acts as inner Bogoliubov automorphisms of .1(H) and in fact 
the C*-subaigebra generated by Pin(co) is .2(H) itself. Thus in any 
quasifree representation Pin(co) generates a von Neumann algebra which 
coincides with the generated by G,. Thus the type theory for Gz reduces to 
that of Pin(co) and this has been expounded by Plymen [ 15 1. 
1.10. The ordinary representations of W(W2 singled out by Theorem 1.3 
correspond to the positive definite functions 
d,.,(U) = det(t.1 -A) + AU), @r-.((U)==det(A t (1 -A)U) (I.41 
(cf. Boyer 14, Theorem 5.5 I). Setting U = exp tX for X skewadjoint Hilbert- 
Schmidt and logarthmically differentiating (1.4) we obtain (near t = 0) 
$ln#,(expfX)=tr[(l-A+AexptX) ‘(AXexptX)j. 
Thus 
$ #4(exp fX)l,- 0 = tr(AX). 
and similarly 
go, -A(exp tX)l,- ,, = tr(( 1 - A)X). 
This suggests we associate #,d and #,-.4 with the coadjoint orbits through 
-iA and -i(l -A), respectively. 
2. REPRESENTATIONS BY INNER ALJTOMORPHISMS 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let F’,(U) implement the automorphism (1.3) of 
d(K) in the gauge invariant quasifee representation 71p,. Then if 
u E P(H),, C,(U) E 71A(9((H))“. 
Proof: If I/E %(H),then there is a Hilbert-Schmidt X with U = exp X. 
Thus P,4X( 1 -PA) is Hilbert-Schmidt which implies, after a brief 
calculation, that AX(I -A) is Hilbert-Schmidt. By Theorem 1 of [ 121 the 
result follows. An alternative proof can be obtained as in Lemma 2.9 of [6 1. 
This exploits the spectral decomposition of U to define a sequence (U,} ,“- , 
with U, - I finite rank and U, - U-t 0 in Hilbert-Schmidt norm as n --* co. 
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But r,(U,,) is in zA(9(H)) [I] an d one can show there is a choice of phase 
for r,(U,) and r,(U) such that r,( U,) converges strongly to r,(U). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If 0 and 1 are not eigenvalues of A then any unitary 
U on Hfor which a, is implemented andfor which T,(U) E nA(S?(H))“, lies 
in Z/(H)?. 
Prooj This is just Lemma 2.6 of [6]. 
Now define pA as in the Introduction. Since for each U E Z!(H)* there is a 
skew-adjoint Hilbert-Schmidt operator X with U = expX we have a 
corresponding one parameter group t -+ U, = exp tX in Z!(H),. Of course the 
Lie algebra of Z!(HJ is just _4p,, the skew-adjoint Hilbert-Schmidt operators 
on H. Following [ 121 we can now determine, at least locally, the 2-cocycle 
on %(H)2 defined by pa. To begin we need some preliminary remarks. 
Let J be a complex conjugation on H which commutes with A. Then J @ J 
is a complex conjugation on K = H @ H commuting with P,. Let L(t) = 
(1 - PA) qu,>(l -PA), M(t) = JP, W,)(l -PA)’ 
Whenever (0, , r, (U,) R, ) # 0 we can fix a choice of phase for T,(U,) by 
requiring 
(Q.4 3 r,(u,>f-J.4) > 0. (2.1) 
Note that when t is sufficiently small, L(t) is invertible on (1 - P,)K. 
Finally it is not difficult to check that the representation rcP, of S?(K) can be 
defined in terms of the representation rr, (i.e., P, = 0) via 
xp4(@)) = da((l -PAP)) + dW’Ak))*~ k E K. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let K(t) = M(t) L(t)-’ have a spectral representation 
K(t) g = 2 W> v,(t>(g, s(t)>, 1 
where 1,(t) > 0, Cy A,(t)’ < co and {v,(t)}:= 1, {u,(t)}:= 1 are orthonormal 
sets in, P, K and (1 - P,)K, respectively. Then 
with 
c(t) = f] (1 + A,(t)‘)-“’ = (n,, rA(u,)Qn,) 
n=, 
= det(1 + L(t)-‘* M(t)* M(t)L(t)-‘)-‘I*. 
ProoJ: This is Lemma 3.5 of [ 121. 
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Let #O=(UEz?(H),](l-PA)V(U)(I-P,)is invertibleon (l-P,4)K}. 
Then it is not difficult to see that p0 is an open neighbourhood of the identity 
of ZY(H)2 and by Lemma 2.3, on X0 the phase of rA(U) is fixed by 
(0,) f,(U)Q,) > 0. Moreover if U, and U, E & then Lemma 2.3 gives 
(.n,,r,(U,)r,(U,)n,)= ,$; c,c,(expK’,‘~‘R,,expK~‘S2,j. 
where 
ci=det(l +L;‘*M:MjL,:‘))’ * i= 1.2, 
i= 1,2, 
with {l.(i)},“=,, {ur’},“=,, (c~))~=, (i= 1, 2) arising from spectral represent 
tations of 
M,L;‘=JP,‘&+(l -P,)](l -P,4)u;(1 -P.,)]-~1, 
M2L,‘=JP/,Uz(l -P,4)[(l -P,)U2(l -P,)]--‘, 
as in Lemma 2.3. We can evaluate this expression since 
Ud 
lim (exp Ki”‘O,, , 
v -i 
expKy’R,) = lim \‘ 
v--r ;I-, &2’. w’*Yww:; 
where 
with 
By a result of 17, p. 1701, C;” (l/r!)D, is just det( 1 + L T ‘MTM2 L, ‘). So 
(fi.4, C/AU,) r,4(u*P,) = c,c,det(l + LTm ‘M~M2L; ‘). (2.2) 
If we let u.~(U,, U,) be the complex number of modulus one such that 
f,(U,) T,,(U2) = q,(U,, U,) r,,(U’ U,) then provided U, lJz E j”/,, (2.2) gives 
OA(UI. U2) 
=det(l +L~-‘M~M,L;‘)p”2 .det(l +L~m’M~-‘M~MzLz ‘)-” 
x det(1 + L,*-‘M~M,L;‘). det(1 + LPmlMfMjM;‘) ’ ‘, 
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where 
M,=J(l -PA) U,UzP,, L3=(1-PA)U’UZ(l-PA). 
To simplify this expression we need 
LEMMA 2.4. If C and A are bounded operators on K with C trace class 
and A invertible with a spectral representation: 
Ag=f &,v,(u,, g>, g E K 
where {u,,):~, is a complete orthonormal sequence in K and v, = Au,lA,, 
then 
det(1 + C) = det[(A *-‘A-’ +A*-‘CA-‘)AA*]. 
ProoJ Write det(1 + C) = lim,,, det,(bij + (ui, Cuj)), where the right- 
hand side represents the determinant of the n x n matrix with entries 
6, + (ui, Cuj), i, j = l,..., n. Then 
det( 1 + C) = lim det,(Jij + (ui, A *A * ‘CA ‘Au,~)) 
n+cc 
= lim det,(8i,i + LiAl(vi, A * ‘CA ‘v/)). 
n-cc (2.3) 
On the other hand 
det[(A *-‘A-’ + A*CA-‘)AA*] 
= lim det,((vi, (A*-‘A-’ + A*-‘CA-‘) AA*v,i)) 
n-m 
= lim det,(dij + Aj(vi, A*-‘CAp’vj)) 
n-cc 
which equals (2.3) by a simple property of finite determinants. 
Now, from the identity 
(l-PA)U*PAU(l-PA)+(l-PA)U*(l-PA)U(l-PA)=l-P,, 
we have 
a,(U,, U,) = det(L,*Ll)1’2det(L,*L,)“2 det(L,*L,)-‘I2 
x det(1 +L~-‘M~MzL;‘). (2.4) 
Notice that 
det(L,*L,) = det(LFL’ + M,*M,)(LrL, + MTM,) 
=det[L,*(l +L~-‘M~MIL;‘)L,L~(l +L~-‘M~M,L;‘)L,] 
=det[(l +L:-‘M~M’L;‘)L,L~(l +L:~‘M~M,L;‘)L,L,*)] 
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by Lemma 2.4. Each of the four terms in the product on the right-hand side 
differs from the identity by a trace class operator so we can substitute in 
(2.4) to give 
where ,u(z) denotes the phase of z E C\(O}. Combining the above lemmas 
gives 
PROPOSITION 2.5. On any neighbourhood i’ of the identity of i’/(H), 
with the property that 7’ ” c ?ZO, the 2-cocycle o, determined bj, p I has the 
form 
=pdet{[A+(l-A)“*U,(I--A)“*] ‘[A +(I-A)“U,Uz(l -A)“] 
x [A + (1 -A)“*UZ(l -A)‘!*] --‘I. 
where the choice (2.1) has been made for (R,, . p ,( r/)0,, j, U E 7 
Proof: The preceding lemmas give 
a~(U~~U~)=~~~~~l+((l-P.~)U,(1-P.,)~ ‘(I-P,)U,P,Uz(l-~,) 
x I(1 -P4) U*(l -PI)]- ‘I. (2.5) 
Now the unitary operator 
(l-A)‘? A’: 
-A I,? (1 -A)’ ’ 
on K has the property that W(i i) W* = 1 ~ P,. Substituting this in (2.5) 
and letting Q = (A i) we obtain 
a,(CJ,, U,)=pdet((QW*U, WQ)-‘QW*U,U? WQ(QW*U, WQ) ‘} 
from which the proposition follows by a direct calculation. 
The obvious question to ask at this point is: when is (I, a co-boundary? If 
we restrict p,4 to the dense subgroup Z’(H), of i’/(H)* consisting of unitary 
operators which differ from the identity by a trace class operator then it 
eventuates that (T, is always a co-boundary. This argument is simpler so we 
will present it first. We begin with 
Remark 2.6. Let M’ = (1 - PA) UJP, , L’ = P,d JUJP, , U E p(H)* then 
it is easy to check that ML-’ = - (M’L’-I)*, where A4 and L are defined 
as in the discussion succeeding Lemma 2.3. By substituting the primed 
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expressions throughout the derivation of the above formula for u, one arrives 
at 
aA(U,,U,)=~det[l+(P,U~P,)-‘P,U::(1-P,)U,*P,~(P,~U~P,)~‘j 
=,~det[(l -A +A”2U~A”2))‘(1 -A +A’/*U;U~A~/*) 
x (1 -A +A”*U,*A”*))‘]. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Zf pa is restricted to 9(H), then there are choices of 
phase v],(V) and Q-~~( V) for each VE p(H), such that 
fJ-4: v+ V,-.4(OP(V~ GA: v+ r.,(vPA(v 
are equivalent to the representations of f/(H), defined bv the positive definite 
functions 
~,~~(V)=det[A + (1 -A)V], v,(V)=det(l -A +AV*), VE%‘(H),, 
respectively. 
Proof. We know from [22] that a choice of phase q, -,4(V), exists for 
each V E e(H), , such that cr, pA, as defined in the proposition, is equivalent 
to the representation of p(H), corresponding to the positive definite function 
v, pA. In fact from Proposition 2.5 the choice, for V E Y’, 
~--,dV)=~det[(l -PA) V(l -PA>] 
easily leads to 
(‘A 3 ‘1-A (V)n,) = det[A + (1 -A) V]. 
Now define 
u,(V)=det V*u,-,(V), VE p(H),. 
Then if V-Z=X, 
(O,,u,(V)Q,)=det(Z+X*)det[Z+ (1 --A)X] 
= det(Z + X* - (1 -,4)X*) = det(Z + AX*) 
= VA(‘) as required. 
(This result is also clearly suggested by Remark 2.6.) 
For the case of g(H)* we ask: when is there a choice of phase factor 
6,(U) for each U E 5?(H)* such that the map U+ G,(U)p,(U) is a strongly 
continuous unitary representation of g’(H)* (assuming the phase of Z’,(U) 
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has been fixed for CT E PO by (2.1) and for the present, arbitrarily elsewhere). 
If this were so then 
~..l(U,, U2) = S,(U, U*Y~,!U,) d,(U*). (2.6 1 
Notice that by proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.3, U-+P,~(U)Q,~ is continuous 
for U E T’ so that U + S,(U) would have to be continuous on 7 ‘. 
LEMMA 2.8. A choice of phase factor S,(U) for U E 7 E i’!, for which 
(2.6) holds is given bq 
6,4(U)=pdet[A + (1 -A)“2 U(1 -A)“‘1 ( 1 - A Hilbert-Schmidt ) 
or 
&(U)=pdet(l -A +A”2U*A”2) (A Hilbert-Schmidt). 
ProoJ Consider first the case where 1 -A is Hilbert-Schmidt. From 
(2.5) we have 
~,(U,.U2)=~det{[(l-P,)U,(1-P,.,)I~’(1-P,)U,~2(l~P,) 
x I(1 -pAI U2(1 -P,)l- ‘1 
and so with 
S,(~)=P detl(l - p4) u,(l - Pl)l 
=pdet(A + (1 -A)“‘(/,(1 -A)’ ‘1 
we have (2.6) provided (1 -PA) - (1 -PA) U(l - P,4) is trace class on 
(1 - P,)K, for U E g(H),. But if 1 -A is Hilbert-Schmidt and U = I t Y 
with Y Hilbert-Schmidt then each of the operators in the matrix 
(1 -A) Y(l -A) -(l-A) YA’ ‘(1 -A)’ ’ 
-A’,“(1 -,4)‘12 Y(1 -A) A”‘(1 -A)’ ’ YA”‘(I -A)’ ’ 
=(l~P,,,)u(l-P,,)-(l-P,) 
is trace class as required. 
So we deduce that with this choice of phase S,(U) for U E 7 ” G 74,. F, 
defined by 
u+ JA(U)PA(U) =44(U) 
is locally, a strongly continuous unitary representation. We already know 
from Proposition 2.7 that p,4 restricted to p(H), n ?’ extends to a unitary 
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representation, 0, -A, of V(H), and from the fact that 1 -A is Hilbert- 
Schmidt (cf. [4]) we now deduce that u,-* extends by continuity to a 
unitary representation of g’(H)*. 
If A is Hilbert-Schmidt then from Remark 2.6 and Proposition 2.7 one 
deduces that the second choice of phase in the statement of this proposition 
leads to 4 IIcHj,,,v = oA. Now oA extends to a representation of g(H), and 
by continuity (as A is Hilbert-Schmidt) to a representation of %(Z-&, 
completing the proof. 
Remark 2.9. Interestingly, the relation 
det(1 + (1 -,4)X) = det(1 + AX*) det( 1 + X) 
(for U=I+XE Z!(H),) in the proof of Proposition 2.7 extends to those 
I + X E %(H)2 as follows. Defining 
det,( 1 + B) = det(( 1 + B)e-B), B Hilbert-Schmidt, 
one has for B trace class, det,(l + B) = det(1 + B)eetrR, so that for I +X E 
Z!(H), the preceding relation becomes 
det,(l + (1 -A)X)=det,(l +AX*)det,(l +X)ep”AX*X 
which is a well-known identity for det,. 
So we have now proved that ca is a coboundary whenever A or 1 -A is 
Hilbert-Schmidt. To complete the proof of Theorem 1.3 the converse must 
be established, namely that if a choice of phase 6,(U) exists for which 
lJ+ ~,(WP.4(U) is a strongly continuous ordinary representation then either 
A or 1 -A is Hilbert-Schmidt. The method adopted below to prove this is 
standard in the case of finite dimensional Lie groups, however, for the 
infinite dimensional case there is an extra difficulty which must be overcome. 
We remark first that there is a choice of phase a, such that 
t + afpa(exp tX) is a strongly continuous one parameter group [ 121. Denote 
its generator by dr,(X) and that of t + JA(exp tX) p,(exp tX) by dri(X). 
One can show that (d/c&)(& ,pa(exp tX)8,)1,=, = 0 and that 
(d/d) a, IfzO = 0 (cf. [ 121). Consequently, defining 
we have X + 8, (X) as a linear functional on Y2, 
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and SO dT,(X) + 8,4(X) = dTI,(X). Thus if U = exp X, 
6, (U) pA (U) = exp dI’i (X) = exp sA (X) exp dI’, (X). 
The main problem we have to face is whether 6,., is continuous. This is 
handled by 
LEMMA 2.9. (Q,,expdT,(X)R,)+ 1 as X-+0 in $. 
Proof: Continuity of (Q,, exp dT,(X)R,) in X at zero will follow if we 
can demonstrate a bound of the form 
(2.7) 
where C, is a constant (independent of X) which grows sufftciently slowly 
with n. (For then n, is an analytic vector for dr,,,(X) and 
depends continuously on X.) To establish (2.7) a slightly stronger result is 
needed, namely, that if Y, ,..., Y, are skew-adjoint Hilbert-Schmidt operators 
on H then 
IG’.,~dUY,) ... dT,tY,W,)l G C, IIY,lL, ... II Ynllws. 
Now Araki and Wyss [2] have shown that there is a real linear map from 
the trace class operators on H into S?(H) defined by 
where gj* @ fi is the operator g+ ( gi, g)f,. Moreover Q satisfies 
llQ(B)II < tr(B*B)“* = ~]Bl], 
for B trace class on H. Thus Q is continuous and in fact every operator of 
the form ~c~(Q(B)) with B skew-adjoint may be identified with dT,(B) + 
tr AB, the generator of a one parameter group of unitaries implementing the 
Bogoliubov automorphisms defined by exp tB (cf. [ 121). 
Let Y, also represent the operator (ii i) on K = H @ H and let 
.I( 1 - P4) Y,( 1 - PA) have a spectral representation 
41 -pAI w,g=2:Il,(g,u,)z’,~ gE K, 
n 
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where { un}~T,, {v,}z= r are orthonormal sequences in (1 - P,)K and P, K, 
respectively, and ,I,, > 0 for all n. From [ 121. 
and it follows immediately that (fi, , dTA( Yl)Q,) = 0. More generally 
k 
= L ‘k@, 3 dT,(Y,) n,A(a(Jvk)* +k)) dT,(y,) *.* dr,P’,)QR,) 
k 
+ @A, %~(Q(BJ + Q(BJ> dT,(Y,) ... dT,(Y,)Q/i), P-8) 
where B, and B, are trace class operators on H whose explicit from is 
readily calculated. Now write B, = W, + W,, B, = W, + W,, where Wi, 
i = l,..., 4 are skew-adjoint trace class operators. Using the linearity of Q we 
have for the second term in (2.8) 
+ tr(A W,>(Q,, dT,(Y,) ... dT,(Y,)Q,)]. 
Having established (2.7) for n = 1 above, we induct on n, and so can assume 
and 
ltr(AWi)(Q,,dT,(Y,) *** dT,(Y,)fi,)I 
(assuming also that C,-, > C+,). Now it is straightforward to check 
II willH-!i G II willI G II yIIIH-S II y211H-S, i = l,..., 4. 
So by commuting the term involving Y, in (2.8) successively through the 
other terms, applying the above argument and noting that 
\’ Ak7cp,(u(hk)* u(u,)).n, = 0 
T 
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Thus the choice C, = 8”n! gives the required bound (2.7). But then 
provided //XII,,-, < b. This establishes the lemma. 
COROLLARY 2.10. As X+ 0 in Ir;, exp 8,,(X)- 1. 
From Corollary 2.10 we deduce that 8, : -rC; + iiF+ is a continuous linear 
functional so there is a self-adjoint Hilbert-Schmidt operator B such that 
tr(BX) = d,(X). The aim of the following argument is to show that B = -~,/1 
or 1 -A. 
LEMMA 2.11. For all X, YE LL; 
(Q,, [d~,(x),df.~(y)I~R,j=-tr(~Ix. YI). 
Proof. This is Lemma 3.8 of ] 121. 
But now 
(Q,f. Idf,(X),df‘,(Y)In,)=(n,. [df,;(X).df’,(Y)JR,:; 
= (O,, . CqlX. Y])Q,:; 
= s,,([X, Y])= tr(B]X. Y]). (2.9) 
So from Lemma 2.11 and (2.9) it follows that tr BX = -tr AX for all 
skew-adjoint trace class operators X of trace zero (using the fact that 
]JZ~, 2; ] is dense in the trace zero skew-adjoint trace class operators). Since 
these operators form a subspace of codimension one in the Banach space of 
all skew-adjoint trace class operators it follows that there is a fixed real 
number ,0 such that tr BX = -tr[ (A - ,41)X ] f or all skew-adjoint trace class 
operators X. Since these operators are dense in yZ we have B = -(A --PI). 
Noting that 0 <A < I we must have p E [O, 1 ] otherwise B is invertible and 
so cannot be Hilbert-Schmidt. To prove that p = 0 or 1 argue as follows. 
By Proposition 2.7, uA is given by 
cJJ,(V,, V,) = )?a(V, 3 ~*)Iv/l(~,) v.,(Vz). 
for V, , VZ E V(H), . But we already have 
ua(V, 3 VI) = da(V, 3 ~,)/~/I(~,) S,(V*). 
(2. IO) 
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Thus V, + 6,(V,) qa(V,)-’ is a character of g(H),. If t + V,= exp tY is a 
one parameter group in g(H), then it is easy to check (cf. Sect. 1.10) that 
-$8,(v,)q,(v,))‘=tr(AY)-tr(BY)=Ptr Y. (2.11) 
If we choose an orthonormal basis of H say {u,}?! ,, and choose I’, such 
that V, = e”uT @ ui + C,“=* u,* 0 u, then 
eir + d,(V,) rA(Vf)-l, t E [O, 2n] (2.12) 
is a character of the circle group. Now (2.11) and (2.12) are consistent only 
if ,f3 is an integer and as B E [0, 1 ] this forces either A or A - 1 to be Hilbert- 
Schmidt. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
3. THE VON NEUMANN ALGEBRA GENERATED BYP, 
Recall the discussion preceding Remark 2.6 and the statement of 
Proposition 2.7. There we noted that on restriction of pa to p(H), one could 
find choices of phase for the pA (V), V E g(H), , which enabled the definition 
of ordinary representations oi -A and cA of g(H), . These representations 
were previously investigated in [21, 221. From Proposition 2.7 and the 
density of Z!(H), in Z!(H)* we deduce 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The von Neumann algebras pA(P(H)J”, aA@?(H) 
and ol-,(P(H),)” coincide. 
Now Shale and Stinespring [ 191 (cf. also Araki [l]) showed that if 
U E p(H), then the implementing unitary T,(U) can be chosen to lie in 
rcA(5P(H)). On the other hand Stratila and Voiculescu [21,22] have shown 
that the C*-subalgebra of 55’(H) generated by these T,(U) for U E p(H), 
coincides with the gauge invariant subalgebra of L%(H), which we write as 
Z’(H) with G = {eie 119 E IR}. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The von Neumann pA(SP(H)J” coincides with the von 
Neumann algebra generated by the cyclic representation of 9’(H), with 
cyclic vector Q, , given by restricting 71, to this subalgebra. 
With the above observations, a direct application of Theorem 3.1 of [22] 
yields 
PROPOSITION 3.3. (i) pA is type Z u A( 1 -A) is trace class. 
(ii) pa is irreducible o A is a projection. 
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(iii) pA generates a factor not of type I c, A( 1 -A) is not trace class 
in which case the factor is type: 
(a) II, o A - pI is Hilbert-Schmidt, p E (0, 1) 
(b) II, o A(1 - A)(A - PI)* is truce class, p E (0, 1) and 
(0, 1 } n ess spec(A) # 0, 
(c) III cr A(1 - A)(A - pZ)* is not truce class for any p E (0, I ). 
Remark 3.4. Notice that one may replace A by 1 -A throughout 
Proposition 3.3, which is to be expected on the basis of Proposition 2.7. 
A finer classification of the type structure of these representations is 
obtained by considering K.M.S. states. If 0 and 1 are not eigenvalues of A 
then by [ 11, the G.N.S. cyclic vector Q, for the state ~0~ is cyclic and 
separating for P~(%(H)~)“. Moreover wA is then a K.M.S. state for the 
automorphism group t + a: of 9(H) defined by 
a;[u(u)J = a(D”u), 
where Du = A(1 - A)-‘u (this is well known, see [S] for references). Since 
D” commutes with the gauge group G, it defines an automorphism of 
S”(H) and it follows that wA restricted to .9’(H) is a K.M.S. state. Thus, 
as is observed in [22, Parag. 4.71, wA is a K.M.S. state for the automorphism 
group t + a: of the von Neumann algebra pa(2Y(H),)“. 
The case where pA(%(H)J” is type III is the most interesting in view of 
Proposition 3.3. For the ensuing discussion the most convenient reference is 
[ 141. Begin by observing that the Connes spectrum r(aA) of the one 
parameter group t + a: of pa(2!(H),)” can be determined in the special case 
where the fixed point algebra of t + a: ’ is a factor. For then r(aA) coincides 
with the spectrum of In A,, where t -+ A: denotes the modular group deter 
mined by the cyclic and separating vector 0,. We will show that for suitable 
choices of A one may construct factors of type III, for 0 < 2 < 1 by using 
this observation. 
The special case of a type III, factor is covered by choosing A so that wq 
is an extremal &invariant state. For then [.5, Theorem 4.3.20) this forces 
the fixed point algebra of the group t -+ a: to be trivial and hence 15. 
Theorem 5.3.431 r(a”) is R. The free Fermi gas provides an example 15 1. 
Type III, factors (0 < A < 1) are slightly more difficult. Let P, and Pm be 
orthogonal projections on H with P, + P- = I and both having infinite 
dimensional range. Define A, = jP+ + PP . 0 < p < 4. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. With this choice of A,, p,4B(g(H)2)” is type III,,, 15. 
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Proof: Let XB be the Hilbert space carrying the cyclic representation pa, 
and let In A, be the generator of the modular group on XD. Since 
lnA,=dT,D[ln(AD(l -AD)-‘)] =dP~g[ln(PP-(l -/I-‘)] 
the action of In A, on monomials of the form 
?4&4~1) . . . a(u,) a(v,)* *.. a(v,>*>qd E fib, 
where ui E P,H and vj E P,H is easily computed and leads to the 
conclusion that (n In [p/( 1 - /I)] 1 n E Z } is contained in the spectrum of 
In A,. On the other hand at” = 1 when t = (ln [p/( 1 - p)]) ’ so the spectrum 
of In A, consists exactly of {II In [/I/( 1 - ,8)] 1 n E Z }. Hence in order to show 
that pAD(%(H)*)” is type III,,,-, it is sufficient to prove that the fixed point 
algebra of t + a:” is a factor. For this we use an argument due to Stormer 
1201. 
Let (e,,, , } FZO and (e,,} ,“= , be complete orthonormal sequences in P, H 
and Pp H, respectively. Let ZZ denote the group of permutations of this 
orthonormal set in H which leave all but a finite number of elements fixed 
and do not mix even and odd elements. Then n acts as inner automorphisms 
of S’“(H) (cf. [ 141) and moreover oAD is a n-invariant state on S’(H). 
Choose a sequence (a,}~=, in ZZ such that a,(i) > n for all i < n and let 
u, E 55?‘(H) implement r~,,. Then u, commutes with the modular group as it 
leaves P, H and P-H invariant. Now suppose that p is a projection in the 
centre of the fixed point algebra of t + a;‘” and define a state on P~~(~/(H)~)” 
by 
w&> = ?4&PS), s E P&WM”~ 
Then ~~(u,*su,) = ws(s) for all s and all n. There is a standard isomorphism 
of S%?(H) with the U.H.F. algebra formed from the tensor product of copies 
of the 2 x 2 matrix algebra M, such that the subalgebra S(H,) generated by 
(a(e,), a(ej)* 1 i,j < n) maps onto 
M,n=M,O .f @M,@ 1 @ .a., 
It then follows that w,., is a product state on this U.H.F. algebra and hence 
that (as in 6.5.4 of [14q) for sufficiently large k, 
w,o4%0 = v/&k*S%) v,(t) 
whenever s E .C@‘(H,) and t is any element in .9’(H) which commutes with 
.‘F’(H,). It now follows as in [ 14, 6.5.131 that 
w/l = %o(Pk4 0 
and hence that either p or 1 - p is zero. Thus the fixed point algebra is a 
factor completing the proof. 
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No/e added in proof The proof of Lemma 2.9 requires the following: 
LEMMA. For (Vi}:_, skewadjoint Hilbert-Schmidt operators on K. dI‘,( I’,, , J 
dT,( Y,)J2 I is in the domain of dT,( Y,) for all n. 
Simon Ruijsenaars has pointed out to me that this fact is not obvious and its proof is onl~ 
hinted at in 1121. For the readers convenience I will sketch a proof. When n = I the result I> 
clear from I12 1 so we induct on n. We use the following criterion 15. 3.1.23 1: 
FE domain of df,(Y,) if and only if for all .\ sufficiently small. 
ll(exp s dT,(Y,) - I)FlI < 1s’ const. ( I 
As in Lemma 3.8 of 1 I2 ] write dT,( Y,)0, = lim, _ , 1, ( Y, )0,, where \‘, ( Y, ) is the sum 01‘ 
N operators quadratic in the a*‘s. By commuting C, (Y, ) through dT,( I’,, , )...., df !( I., ) II! 
L’, =dT,(Y,m ,) ‘..dr,(Y,)l (Y,)Q, 
one obtains a vector in the domain of dT,(Y,,) by the induction hypotheses. Using the proof ot 
(‘-) in 151 one then sees that 
A little Fock space lore shows that one may take the lim, _, in the preceding inequahty to 
obtain the required result by a second application of (’ ). (I would like to thank Derek 
Robinson for pointing out the usefulness of (v) in this context.) 
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